The Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and Opportunity successfully landed respectively at Gusev Crater and Meridiani Planum in January 2004. The rovers are essentially robotic geologists, sent on a mission to search for evidence in the rocks and soil pertaining to the historical presence of water and the ability to possibly sustain life. In order to conduct NASA's "follow the water" strategy on opposite sides of the planet Mars, an interplanetary journey of over 300 million miles culminated with historic navigation precision. Rigorous trajectory targeting and control was necessary to achieve the atmospheric entry requirements for the selected landing sites. The propulsive maneuver design challenge was to meet or exceed these requirements while preserving the necessary design margin to accommodate additional project concerns. Landing site flexibility was maintained for both missions after launch, and even after the first trajectory correction maneuver for Spirit. The final targeting strategy was modified to improve delivery performance and reduce risk after revealing constraining trajectory control characteristics. Flight results are examined and summarized for the six trajectory correction maneuvers that were planned for each mission.
The intended landing target for Spirit was within Gusev Crater at an areocentric latitude of -14.59 deg. The Opportunity landing target was at Meridiani Planum, located on the opposite side of Mars at an areocentric latitude of -1.98 deg. Between the two sites, it was essential to begin the science mission at Gusev Crater first in order to accommodate the lower latitude and decreasing local Sun elevation for the solar powered rover. Gusev Crater represented a more hazardous landing site due to winds and terrain type. Analysis to certify Gusev Crater as an acceptable landing target continued even after launch. Consequently, in the event of a single launch failure the remaining spacecraft would be targeted to Meridiani Planum. These circumstances forced the need for Spirit targeting to remain flexible between Gusev Crater, Meridiani Planum, as well as a third landing site, Elysium. The Elysium site was near Gusev Crater, and provided an alternative if analysis revealed that the risks at Gusev Crater were too high. Furthermore, Spirit needed to maintain the landing site flexibility beyond the Opportunity launch.
The surface targets arc achieved after a direct atmospheric entry from the interplanetary trajectory, followcd by a ballistic descent through the Martian atmosphere. The unguided landing profile requires utmost navigation delivery to the atmospheric entry aimpoint, defined at a Mars radius of 3522.2 kin (equivalent to 125 kln altitude with respect to the Mars cquatorial radius). The atmospheric entry target is determined by iterating until the spacecraft e:nLry state maps preciscly to the desired landing position. The entry flight path angle (FPA) is a kcy parameter that detcrmi;ies the ballistic trajectory of the Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL) system through the atmos~nherc. Thc delivery uncertainty in the entry flight path angle directly influences the dimension of the landing ellipse, along with uncertainties in modeling the atmosphere and spacccraft acrodynamics.
The Mars Exploration Rover mission provided numerous challenges to the maneuver design anci analysis clement of navigation. This paper describes how the key requirements were achieved. while maintaining landing site flexibility and adapting to ncwfound constraints imposed to reduce risk.
Flight System
The D4ars Exploration Rover flight system consists of four major elements: an interplanetary cruise stage, an aeroshell (composed of a backshell and heat shield), the lander structure, and the science rover. The fliglht system components arc illustrated in Fig. 1 . The cruise stage and aeroshell possess significant heritage with the Mars Pathfindcr systems used to successfully land on the surface of Mars in 1997. A noticeable dirferencc with the Mars Pathfinder system is the flight system mass. The Mars Pathfinder launch mass was 890 kg. The MER flight system was approximately 20% heavier. The Spirit flight system mass was 1061.6 kg at launch, and the Opportuniity launch mass was 1064.4 kg.
The cruise stage is responsible for transporting the aeroshell to the top of the Martian atinosphcre to bcgin the Entry, Dcscent, and Landing (EDL) sequence. Consequently, the cruise stage includes all the subsystems required for interplanetary travel: power, telecommunications, propulsion, attitude control, and thermal control. Coinmanding is done via the flight computer located within the rover.
Thc cruise stage is jettisoned 15 minutes prior to entry. Upon its release, the aeroshell bcgins a completely unguidedl. ballistic decent through the Martian atmosphere. Over the next 6 minutes, the incoming velocity has to be reduced froin an atmosphere relative 5.4 kmis (12,000 mph) to essentially zero. The heat shield reduces appi-oximately 90% of the energy, followed by a parachute, solid rockets, and redesigned airbags to cushion a final Anicrican lnstitutc of Aeronautics and Astronautics frcc-fall li-oi:ii about 10-15 meters abovc the surfacc. After approxiinatcly 2 niinutcs of bouncing on tht.; Martian surfacc, t i e airbags are deflated, retracted, and the lander petals are opened to reveal the stowed rover. The lander volume is Croni Mars Pathfinder heritage, so thc large rover inust undergo numerous deployments before cgrcss froin thc lander. See Ref. 1 fo; additional details on the flight system, including the rover's scicntific instrument pamyload.
A. 'l'ellecomi~iu~~ications
The cruise stagc tclcconiniunications systcin includes a low gain antenna (LGA) and medium gaiii antenna (MGA) for communications during interplanetary flight. The LGA and MGA point in the direction of thc: -Z axis, which is along 1.he spacecraft spin axis. (See spacecraft cruise configuration in Fig. 2) The telecoiiiiiiiinications systeni is a single-string design, with coherent X-Band UplinWX-Band Downlink. The X-Band te1ecoiilnii.inications systein relies upon a Small Deep Space Transponder (SDST) for two-way Dopplcr and ranging, coininand signal dcniodulation and detection, tclcinctry coding and modulation, and differential one-way rangc (DOR) tone generation. The DOR tones support AVEBI (Delta Very Long Baseline Interferometry) measurements for navigation. This mcasurcmcnt compleiiients the traditional two-way Doppler and ranging data, and enables higher accuracy navigation delivery to t e 1 e c om m u n i c a t i on s system also includes a UHF capability. The UHF system is utihed tO relay communications to the Earth through the orbiting assets a't Mar:;: Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and Mars Odyssey This relay link is advantagzous during EDI, and also froin the surfice of .Mars.
Mars. ' The B. Attitude Control 'The attitude control system includes five digital Sun sensors, a star s'carmeir, and two inertial ineasui-emmt units (IMUs). Two of t:ie sun sensors are pointed in the direction of the spacecraft -Z axis, while t h e other three point normal to the spin axis. The sun sensors combine to almost provide direction. Onc !MU is located in accelerometers and gyros. The spacecraft is spin-stabilized at a nominal rate of 2 rpin with active nutation control. The attitude control system utilizes the Sun sensors and the star scanner to determine complete 3-axis knowledge of the spacecraft orientation in inertial space. This is the nominal mode of operation: celestial modc. In this mode, the spalsecraft is placed in safe attitudes for power and telecom, spin and nutation are controlled. and trajectory correction maneuvers arc cxccutcd.
C. Propulsion
The MER propulsion system performs spacecraft spin rate corrections, attitude control, and all trajectory correction mancuvcrs. It is a monopropcllant hydrazine system, operated in a blow-down mode. The propulsion system includes two spherical propcllant tanks, line fecds, a propellant filter. redundant pressure transducers, two latch valvzs. catalyst bed heaters, and eight 4.4-N (1 .O Ibf) thrusters or Rocket Enginc Assemblies (REAs). ' The eight thrusters are grouped into two clusters of four thrusters each. Each latch valve leads to one of the thruster clusters. The system was initially pressurized to 392 psia using Helium gas.
The A and 5 thruster clusters are diametrically opposed, with each thruster syrnnietrically cantcd 40 deg with respect LO the spacccraft *X axis direction. Figure 3 defines the spacecraft axes and illustrates the thruster configuration. Cluster A contains thrustcrs 1-4. which havc -X, +Z position components and the exhaust ncrzzles arc all aligned 40 degrees off the -X direction. Thrusters 1 and 2 are aligned in the X-Z plane, while thruster:; 3 and 4 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics are aligned parallel to the X-Y plane. Thrusters 5-8 of cluster B are a mirror image of cluster A on the opposite side of the spacecraft.
The thruster configuration design is nearly ideal to s u p p o r t t h e o r b i t @ ( 4 0 outdw determination aspect of navigation. Spacecraft pointing and spin rate control are accomplished by pulsemode firing of coupled thruster pairs. Thrusters 3 and 7 are synchronously pulsed to produce a torque in the -Z angular momentum, or a negative spin rate change. Likewise, thrusters 4 and 8 produce a positive spin rate change. The symmetric thruster alignment produces equal and opposite thrust vectors, resulting in zero net AV. Pointing control is achieved in a similarly balanced mode. Thrusters 1 and 5 pulse simultaneously to generate a torque in the spacecraft -Y direction. One half revolution later, thrusters 2 and 6 pulse to create a torque in the same inertial direction. The timing of the pulses determines the direction of the precession.
The propulsion design and spin stabilized system provides a plethora of options for the implementation of trajectory correction maneuvers, but necessitates strict attention to details for accurate propulsive maneuver design. All velocity corrections are commanded with burn duration parameters in an open loop process. Axial bums along the spacecraft spin axis are executed steady state with a continuous thruster firing. This type of velocity correction can be performed in the spacecraft +Z (thrusters 2 and 5) or -Z (thrusters 1 and 6) direction.
Lateral bums produce a velocity correction approximately normal to the spin axis, and must be performed in a pulse mode operation. The four thrusters of one cluster are fired in unison for typically 5 seconds, producing a 60 deg burn arc ay the nominal spin rate of 2 rpm. The timing of the pulse centers the bum arc about the desired inertial clock angle. This bum pulse is followed by a 10 second wait time, and then the 5 second pulse / 10 second wait time is repeated for the other cluster. In this manner, a lateral velocity change operates with a 33% duty cycle.
Lateral velocity corrections are further complicated by the need to direct the thrust vector through the estimated spacecraft center of mass, in order to minimize attitude perturbations. Relative to the thruster clusters, the spacecraft center of mass has a +Z component. Thrusters 1 and 6 produce a thrust vector with a -Z component. By reducing their pulse duration, the net thrust from each cluster is rotated in the +Z direction. The pulse duration is shortened such that the bum arc remains centered about the same clock angle as the other three thrusters in the duster. This center of mass targeting process results in a lateral AV that is approximately 99 degrees from the spacecraft -Z axis. Note that any remaining small Z axis error in the lateral thrust vector pointing with respect to the actual spacecraft center of mass produces a torque perpendicular to the thrust vector. To first order the resulting spacecraft attitude perturbation rotates about the desired AV direction, thus having only a secondary effect on AV pointing errors. Additionally, the size and direction of the attitude perturbation helps determine the Z component error between the actual spacecraft center of mass and the effective lateral thrust direction. Consequently, the pointing performance of a lateral AV segment can be used to adjust the off-pulsing of thrusters 1 and 6 to reduce attitude perturbations of subsequent lateral AV segments.
Unlike many MER subsystems, the propulsion system is designed to be single fault tolerant. The system includes redundant thrusters, catalyst bed heaters, tank pressure transducers, and latch valves. All the propulsion functions can still be performed with a single thruster cluster, albeit in a degraded fashion. The loss of a thruster cluster obviously eliminates the benefit of coupled-pair thruster firings. Attitude control and fault protection software included the capability to operate with a single thruster branch. A detailed description of the in-flight performance of the propulsion system can be found in Ref. 
Navigation
During MER flight operations, navigation performs three main functions: state estimation and trajectory prediction, propulsive maneuver design and analysis, and EDL analysis including landing dispersion assessment. Reference 4 provides a complete overview of the successful MER navigation results. Within the navigation system, the orbit determination (OD) element processes tracking data to estimate the spacecraft state and future trajectory, including knowledge uncertainty estimates. The MER missions relied upon radiometric tracking data via two-way coherent Doppler, two-way ranging, and AVLBI (Delta Very Long Baseline Interferometry). AVLBI measures a spacecraft position component (plane-of-sky) 
A. Mission Requirements
There are five key navigation requirements that drive the MER maneuver analysis and design.
I . Mission Propellant Statistics
The MER mission requires delivery to the desired atmospheric entry conditions at Mars with a probability of 99% with respect to the available propellant. Sophisticated Monte Carlo simulations of the entire mission are necessary to verify this requirement12. These simulations include launch vehicle injection errors spanning the launch period, orbit determination uncertainties, TCM execution errors, spacecraft implementation constraints, and modeling of spacecraft implementation modes. This analysis was further complicated by the delay in the official landing site selection for Spirit.
Biased Injection Aimpoint
Mars planetary protection from biological contamination requires that the launch vehicle upper stage have a probability of impact < 1.0 x To satisfy this requirement, the launch vehicle injection target must be biased away from Mars. The amount of bias is determined by mapping the injection covariance from the launch vehicle provider to the target plane at Mars. The biased launch target is selected after analysis to minimize the statistical propellant costs. This analysis considers the spacecraft AV implementation capability".
TCM-I Delay
The propellant requirements shall provide a 90% probability of mission success for a TCM-1 delay until launch plus 30 days. This requirement provides margin against an initial spacecraft fault that necessitates a TCM-I execution delay. The requirement also begins to addresses the project desire to delay the Spirit landing site selection until after the Opportunity launch. This flexibility is desirable to allow a Meridiani Planum landing even in the event of an Opportunity launch failure.
TCM Development Timeline
The time allowed from navigation data cutoff to maneuver execution is 5 days for cruise TCMs 1-3. This time includes orbit determination, maneuver design, TCM command generation, validation, and uplink. For the final approach TCMs 4-6, the schedule is reduced to 6 hours. The rapid development timeline is indicative of the desire to include the latest and most informative navigation tracking data to support extremely accurate control of the ballistic trajectory through the atmosphere to the desired landing site.
Atmospheric Entvy Delivevy Accuracy
The interplanetary trajectory is targeted to an inertial atmospheric entry flight path angle (EFPA) of -1 1.5 degrees with a 3-sigma TCM-5 (at Entry -2 days) delivery uncertainty of less than 10.12 degrees for Gusev Crater, and k0.14 degrees for Meridiani Planum. The EFPA delivery uncertainty was desired to be as small as possible to reduce the Mars landing footprint and enable the greatest number of potential landing sites for science to choose from. The EFPA delivery accuracy was capability driven based on navigation pre-launch analysis. An accurate surface landing obviously requires additional targeting accuracy in latitude and time of atmospheric entry, but the EFPA uncertainty represents the dominant parameter to control the downtrack component of the landing ellipse.
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B. TCM Location
Six TCMs were planned to meet the mission requirements placed on Navigation. Table 1 lists each TCM location relative to launch and entry events, the designed bum start epoch, and a brief description of the maneuver rationale for both Spirit and Opportunity. The first three TCMs were placed in the cruise phase of the mission. Figure 4 illustrates the TCM locations on the interplanetary trajectory to Mars. TCM-1 was nominally scheduled to occur 10 days after launch to remove the launch bias for planetary protection and correct launch vehicle injection TCM A6 Correct TCM-A3 delivery errors.
Entry
Final entry targeting maneuver.
Backup opportunity for TCM-AS.
Opportunity (MER-B)
errors. This location was chosen to provide adequate time for the initial spacecraft checkout and TCM-1 design with reasonable margin. The Launch + 10 day epoch was appropriate to satisfy the 99% mission propellant requirement. Delaying the execution date results in an undesirable statistical propellant cost. It was recognized that the TCM-1 execution date could be moved earlier if warranted due to a launch vehicle anomaly. TCM-1 would be the largest velocity correction required, resulting in potentially significant maneuver execution errors. As such, TCM-2 was positioned near Launch + 60 days to clean up the TCM-I execution errors which were proportional to the magnitude of the velocity correction. TCM-3 was scheduled near the end of the cruise phase of the mission, approximately 60 days before atmospheric entry. This location corrects TCM-2 execution errors along with the residual navigation modeling errors that accumulate during the previous 3 months of interplanetary cruise.
The final three maneuvers are planned during the end of the Approach phase, which begins 45 days from entry. TCMs 4-6 are scheduled to provide the final trajectory adjustments to achieve the desired entry conditions. The TCM placement strategy centered about meeting the landing site requirements with TCM-5 at Entry -2 days. TCM-4, planned at Entry -8 days, corrects TCM-3 delivery errors and keeps TCM-5 small in size. A small TCM-5 keeps the proportional maneuver execution errors to a minimum. Scheduling a backup opportunity, TCM-5X at Entry -1 day, recognized the critical nature of TCM-5. Finally, a very late contingency maneuver was scheduled as late as effectively possible at Entry -4 hours. The TCM-6 orbit determination data cutoff occurred just 8.6 hours before to provide an opportunity to begin to detect the gravitational pull of Mars on the spacecraft trajectory. In the unlikely event that a significant navigation error had somehow previously gone undetected, TCM-6 provided a final opportunity to react.
IV. Propulsive Maneuver Analysis and Design
Propulsive maneuver analysis and design must achieve the mission requirements while accommodating spacecraft operating constraints. A successful design maintains an acceptable level of project flexibility, utilizes the unique spacecraft capabilities, and avoids any unnecessary complexity.
A. Implementation Modes
As discussed previously, the propulsion system can execute axial and lateral propulsive velocity corrections in the spacecraft reference frame. A vector mode maneuver is one that combines the axial and lateral segments so that the vector sum produces the desired inertial AV magnitude and direction. This is a powerful maneuver implementation mode that spinning spacecraft can accomplish without executing a turn. A no-turn vector mode maneuver reduces operational risk by eliminating the estimation and control of a new attitude with potentially unknown characteristics. Additionally, the existing attitude is part of the nominal plan, well characterized, provides adequate spacecraft power, and supports ground communication. The downside to vector mode maneuvers is mainly higher propellant costs, especially for large AV corrections.
Combining the axial and lateral velocity correction capability with a spacecraft turn (or turns) provides additional design flexibility in the maneuver implementation mode. For a desired inertial AV, the MER spacecraft could execute a turn to position the spin axis along the AV direction. Because the spacecraft can execute either +Z or -Z velocity corrections, there are two possible attitudes whereby a purely axial AV can be performed. At any given spacecraft attitude, a lateral AV can be performed approximately 99 degrees from the spacecraft -Z axis at any clock angle. Consequently, a 99 degree cone about an inertial AV direction represents the locus of spacecraft attitudes (-Z axis) that can accomplish the velocity correction with a turn and purely lateral bum.
By combining a spacecraft turn with both an axial and lateral AV, the propulsive maneuver design space becomes infinite. The spacecraft can turn to any possible attitude and still execute an axial and lateral AV combination that will produce the desired inertial velocity correction. This mode is used when a turn and purely axial or lateral burn option is unavailable due to the violation of a spacecraft constraint. The turn is utilized to improve an unfavorable characteristic of the no-turn vector mode option, which is most likely propellant cost.
B. Design Constraints
TCM-1 had the largest mean AV and the greatest statistical variation in the mission. Propellant considerations dictated maintaining implementation mode flexibility for the design of TCM-1. Significant pointing constraints had to be considered in the design of any turn and burn implementation. The most restrictive constraint was a 46 deg or less spacecraft -Z angle from the Sun for adequate power margin. The off-Sun pointing constraint for thermal protection was 60 degrees. To maintain an 1185 bps downlink data rate, an off-Earth pointing constraint ranged from 90 deg at launch +10 days to 53 deg at launch +50 days. Turning the spacecraft also requires a reliable star set within the star scanner field of view at the proposed bum attitude to support the attitude control system (ACS).
After TCM-1, all propulsive maneuvers were planned for vector mode execution without a spacecraft turn from the nominal cruise attitude. The maneuver design was therefore constrained to occur at a fixed attitude determined by the TCM location within the nominal spacecraft attitude profile. Bum start times were negotiated with the Spacecraft-Rover Engineering Team (SRET) based on Deep Space Network (DSN) tracking coverage and view periods. The expected thrust levels and timing of the axial and lateral burn segments were also provided by SRET and incorporated into the AV design. The timing information includes the wait times between propulsive thruster firings to accommodate spacecraft spin and pointing corrections.
All TCMs were commanded using Auto-TCM, a high level sequence command that controls spacecraft pointing, breaks up the lateral bum duration into appropriately sized bum segments, and includes options to determine the level of fault protection response. The Auto-TCM command capability simplified the TCM sequence development process and enabled a quick response to the late orbit determination knowledge updates required for the final entry targeting maneuvers. Auto-TCM is event driven, resulting in reduced execution durations for maneuvers with a large lateral AV. Without an event driven command, the wait times between lateral bum segments would have to be maximized to protect for worst case spin and pointing excursions. A minor navigation detriment with Auto-TCM is the uncertainty in the actual thruster firing time. This uncertainty is only on the order of minutes for the start of a burn, but could grow significantly by the end of a long duration lateral maneuver.
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C. Design Strategy
The fundamental design strategy is to essentially eliminate any deterministic design error that results in a propulsive maneuver being offset from the intended target on the surface of Mars. To achieve this goal, two separate iterations steps are required in the maneuver design process. The first of these involves modeling the spacecraft implementation mode and the resulting effects on the desired AV. Software tools were developed and tested to accurately model the expected timing of propulsive thruster firings for the selected implementation mode. This spacecraft AV execution model feeds back into the design of the desired inertial velocity change. The spacecraft implementation influence on the desired inertial AV is greatest in non-linear trajectory regions (e.g., gravity wells) or when the time between maneuver execution and the target event is the shortest.
The second area requiring maneuver design iteration is the transition from atmospheric entry targeting to landing site determination. The atmospheric entry event is defined to occur at an areocentric radius of 3522.2 km, which is an altitude of 125 km with respect to the Mars equatorial radius. The state targets at entry include inertial flight path angle (-1 1 So), target plane orientation angle (latitude), and entry time (longitude). In order to control the desired landing point, these targets are determined from the nominal spacecraft state vector at entry. Because of the large incoming energy of the spacecraft, the velocity components at entry are only slightly perturbed by an earlier propulsive maneuver. However, for precise landing control the entry targets are iterated until the post TCM trajectory propagates directly to the desired landing point on the surface of Mars. This same iterative procedure was exercised for all propulsive maneuver designs.
V. TCM-5/6 Execution Criteria
The MER project recognized early on that potentially critical operations decisions would have to be made regarding whether or not to execute the TCMs within the final two days before entry, when time was of the essence. These last maneuver opportunities had broad implications throughout the flight team and obviously the science community as well. There was extreme confidence in the reliability of the TCM design and execution process, but the decision to execute a propulsive maneuver should always be justified by the benefits to the mission objectives. A TCM decision process was carefblly developed to identify the participants and examine all the relevant factors. The result is a TCM checklist that provides a side-by-side comparison of key parameter results with and without the successful execution of the designed TCM. See Table 4 in the following Flight Results section for an example of a completed TCM checklist.
The identified TCM execution criteria were divided into primary and secondary decision factors. There were a total of 7 primary decision factors. All the primary factors had to be satisfied before a decision path was considered acceptable, and they were all objectively measured against a specific criterion. The first two factors considered the size of the velocity correction. A minimum AV size was identified based on the three sigma fixed execution error requirement, and a sufficient propellant factor was included to protect future spacecraft activities required for entry. Monte Carlo analysis was performed to evaluate the probability that atmospheric entry and descent was within prequalified system capability based upon the flight path angle uncertainty. Of particular importance is the probability of a safe landing based upon hazard maps and terrain classes. For the final TCM GONO-Go meeting, a "Go" was required based upon the current assessed state of the spacecraft and the mission operations system. The final and ultimate decision factor necessary to proceed with a TCM was a "Go" from the project manager. The secondary factors were a qualitative assessment, based on a red, yellow, or green "fever" chart value. These factors were not measured against specific criteria. The secondary decision factors were not individually critical, in that a "red" assessment would not necessarily rule out continuing with a TCM decision path. Seven secondary decision factors were identified and evaluated. The first pertained to confidence in the current orbit determination estimate in that the solution history is consistent and stable. Secondly, there is a preference to have the orbit determination uncertainty be small with respect to the desired correction, in order to provide a statistical justification for the maneuver. The surface path of the maneuver was evaluated against identified hazards that might be crossed during the course of the TCM execution. Implementation errors resulting from converting the desired AV to spacecraft commands must be small. The EDL parameters should be within the ground analysis envelope. From a science assessment, there should be confidence in the surface and wind characterization for the landing site. The final science factor was the relative science return between the sites with and without the TCM. The science return categories were based on a preference for Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) coverage, relative confidence of landing in a scientifically interesting area, and landing in a warmer region within Meridiani Planum. 
VI. Final Approach Targeting Strategy
During the iriterplanctary cruise, operational readincss tests were perfoi-iiied and revealed a need to reinvestigate the targeting strategy bcing used for thc final approach TCMs. The final maneuvers were intended to provide the slight corrections necessary to improve the probability of a safe landing to an acceptably high level. Very sinall velocity corrections on thc order of cm/s could be requircd to avoid hazardous areas and allow precise coiiirol of the deterministic surface target. Numerous issues became evident in the lirst two system tests that includcd the design of TCM-5 or K M -6 . l h e AV was larger than expected based upon statistical analysis that assumed corrections were performcd in the targeting plane rather than the entry targets. The AV and surface path were extremely srnsitivc to apparcntly minor changes in the input models. Of particular concern was the observed sensitivity to modeling assumptions i n the atmospheric propagation. Thesc types of changes were expected and did occur very late in the approach phase. The TCM surface path demonstrated large longitude or along-track variation during the cl.iurse of a vector inode maneuver implementation. The axial segment would move the projected landing site extreinelly uptrack or downtrack, followed by a lateral segment that brought the surface aiinpoint all the way back. The cumulative result 'of ;the large surface movement was the desired ininor correction in the landing site. I n ordcr to pmvide this slight overall improvement in landing site safety, the vector inode TCM path was crossing extremely hazardous rcgions on the surface. This scenario posed significant risk if a TCM execution failed to complete, or if A.uto-TCM worked through a spacecraft fault with the result being a significant dclay to the final maneuver segment. Eithcr of these faults could seriously reduce the probability of a successful landing.
Additional analysis was performcd on the control capability of the late approach inancuvcrs. By examining the partial derivatives of' FPA at entry, latitude, and longitudc of the landing point with respect to spacecraft velocity, it was appa reni that the desired control parameters were very highly correlated on the approach trajectory. For TCM-A6, thc Pincar correlation between entry FPA and landing point longitude was 0.9999, and 0.98 between entry FPA and landing point latitude. While it was previously recognized that these parameters where closciy cori-clated, the ramifications #of correcting sinall time of flight errors (that resulted in small longitude errors on the surface) with a numeri calPy fixed entry FPA target and a vector iiiodc maneuver implementation, were suddenly realized.
?oj.lunately, 1 he trajectory characteristic that created the control dilemma also provided an elegant solution to the problem. The entry and descent system was well equipped to accommodate variations in the entry FPA of up io 10.75 degrees. The high correlation between entry FPA and latilude/longitude results in most of the FPA correction occurring naturally by only targeting; latitude and longitude on the surface. The partial of entry FPA change necessary to coxcct timc of flight crrois was only O.OOE".!s. Thc one sigma time of ,night err'ors were only cxpccted to be approximately 1 secoiid at the time of TCM-5 , and even less at TCM-6. Consequently, by accepting an expcctecl entry FPA variation o f a few in i I4 i de g r c e s about tli e nominal --I 1.5 clegree target, the number of TCM control parameters was reduced from three to two. The MER spacecraft were well equipped! to handle a two Figure 5 : TCM-A5 Lateral and Axial AV Cost Contours at Gusev Crater degree of freedom control problem using AV magnitude and clock angle associated with lateral maneuvers. The result is complete control of surface latitude and longitude with a direct surface path by executing only a lateral maneuver component. A single control dimension could be provided with an axial velocity correction. Based upon the nominal spacecraft attitude, which kept the -Z axis near Earth point for communications, an axial velocity correction mainly adjusted along-track errors on the surface. This maneuver mode could correct the majority of the surface target error, but would leave the cross-track component uncorrected. An axial velocity correction would be directly aligned with the Earth line-of-sight direction, which is directly observable with Doppler data. Based on the assumption that the greatest TCM execution error apriori uncertainty is AV magnitude, an axial maneuver could provide the quickest and most accurate AV reconstruction estimate. Figure 5 shows the AV cost contour at Gusev Crater for TCM-AS. The ellipses define the landing point error that can be completely corrected to the target with a purely lateral maneuver for the labeled AV magnitude. The elongation of the ellipse is a consequence of the high correlation between latitude and longitude corrections on the approach trajectory. Also notice that the ellipse contour is offset from the surface target. This is caused by the nonorthogonal nature of a purely lateral maneuver. The along-track line in the figure represents the one-dimensional axial correction path. For a downtrack error (to the right and up of the target), an axial maneuver is slightly more efficient than a lateral only implementation. For an uptrack error, an axial maneuver is almost twice as eEficient as the lateral only option. TCM-A6 cost contour analysis revealed nearly identical characteristics, but with AV costs that scaled linearly with time-to-go. The AV cost contours for Meridiani Planum were very similar, but the major axes of the capability ellipses were more aligned with the longitude direction.
Although never seriously considered, this targeting strategy could even be used to avoid a hazard that might exist on the direct surface path. By combining the axial and lateral targeting capability, an infinite number of surface paths will amve at the desired target. The axial path has a limited direction, but could be included to provide a more advantageous surface path for the lateral correction to follow. In this manner, the surface path could actually go around a ground hazard. Table 2 . The table includes the B-plane target (see appendix for definition), achieved result, delivery error (achieved -target), and the predicted one-sigma delivery uncertainty for launch vehicle injection and all TCMs. The achieved parameters are estimated via the orbit determination process. In the last column of the table, the delivery error is represented at the sigma level of the predicted delivery uncertainty (reconstructed delivery error divided by the predicted one-sigma delivery uncertainty). For both missions, the delivery errors rarely exceeded the one-sigma predicted accuracy. Table 3 summarizes the reconstructed TCM execution errors, along with the execution mode, desired inertial AV, and the spacecraft burn segments that comprise the total AV. Per the pre-launch plan, all maneuvers after TCM-1 were executed vector mode at the nominal cruise attitude (Le., the maneuver was designed to execute without an initial turn). All TCM execution errors were easily within the three-sigma flight system performance requirements. The largest total magnitude error was 1.4 sigma at TCM-A2, and the largest total pointing error of 2.0 sigma occurred at TCM-B4.
VII. Flight Results
A targeting reconstruction is listed in
A brief chronological description follows of the unique characteristics of each TCM. Reference 13 includes further details regarding launch and TCM-1, and Ref. 4 contains additional maneuver B-plane plots.
A. Spirit Launch
Analysis of statistical AV requirements for both missions was primarily driven by the uncertainty associated with a single event: launch. The performance of the launch vehicle effectively determined the propellant margin for the interplanetary cruise. The spacecraft propellant tanks were filled to their capacity with 52 kg of propellant. The 99% statistical propellant requirements were approximately 44 kg (including 3 kg allocated for attitude control) with an additional 5 kg required to accommodate delaying the final landing site selection until after TCM-1, leaving only 3 kg of margin. The Spirit liftoff occurred via a Boeing Delta I1 7925 launch vehicle on June 10, 2003 at 17:58:47 UTC with a 93 degree launch azimuth. Spirit launched on the 12* day of the launch period after repairs were completed on suspect circuit boards.
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The launch vehicle injected the Spirit spacecraft on the desired trajectory to Mars within the expected dispersions. The injection energy per unit mass (C,) at the targeting interface point had an error of -0.0331 km2/s2 from the target value of 8.8550 km2/s2. Compared to the expected dispersion statistics, this represents a -0.6 sigma error. The right ascension and declination of the launch asymptote had errors of 0.9 and 1.1 sigma respectively. These injection errors map to less than 1-sigma errors in the Mars Bplane parameters, as seen in Figure 6 . 
B. Spirit TCM-A1
Within hours of launch, the navigation tracking data provided a solid estimate of the injection error. Work began immediately to evaluate TCM-A1 design trades relating to execution date, landing site, mission propellant costs, maneuver implementation mode, execution duration, off-Sun angles for adequate power margin, and off-Earth angles to support a minimum of 11 85 bits per second telemetry data rates. The nominal injection resulted in the ability to delay TCM-A1 to launch +50 days and still maintain approximately 18 kg of propellant margin (99% probability level). Performing the maneuver at launch +10 days would improve the propellant margin by at least an additional 8 kg. With the 
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Cancelled Cancelled -statistical uncertainty of launch complete, propellant reserves were now viewed as insurance against potential trajectory anomalies during cruise. Consequently, additional propellant would be used if it provided a benefit to flight operations and maintained adequate margin. Deciding the TCM-A1 execution date was ultimately driven by schedule and workforce considerations. Understandably, some interest was expressed in delaying TCM-A 1 until after the upcoming Opportunity launch, which at the time was scheduled for June 26 (Spirit launch +16 days). This would allow the flight team, which had just completed intense launch activities, to begin to focus on the Spirit launch and free resources to work any launch issues. The concern with delaying TCM-A1 was the resulting dependence on the Opportunity launch and the possibility of launch delays. TCM-A1 development would have uncertainty in execution date and landing site target until after the Opportunity launch. This would make it difficult to pre-generate the maneuver design. If there was an anomaly associated with the Opportunity launch, a schedule and resource conflict could result between TCM-A1 and TCM-B1. A TCM-A1 strategy had been developed to correct the injection bias for planetary protection and the injection errors and still maintain landing site flexibility until after the Opportunity launch. By targeting at launch +10 days to a central landing site on Mars, the significant known errors could be corrected early while maintaining 11 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
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2 0 -r ," 2 - the ability to target Spirit for Gusev Crater or Meridiani Planum at the next maneuver opportunity. The decision was made to retire the TCM-A1 risk by performing the maneuver at launch +10 days. Without a clearly favorable turn and bum implementation mode available at launch +IO days, TCM-A1 was executed in vector mode at the current injection attitude. A 25 deg attitude correction turn was nominally scheduled to occur shortly after the TCM at launch +13 days. To simplify spacecraft commanding and reduce flight team workload, this turn was incorporated into the Auto-TCM command via the post maneuver attitude. A conscious decision was made to perform the attitude correction after the TCM to increase the reliability of the maneuver. The vector mode implementation had a 9.1 mis +Z axial component and a 12.4 m / s lateral component. The continuous axial burn dnration was 28 minutes, followed by 22 minutes of lateral bum pulses divided into 16 segments. The first two lateral burn segments were designed as a lateral AV calibration activity, which significantly reduced the total duration of the maneuver events. This activity helped align the lateral thruster firings through the spacecraft center of mass, increasing the amount of AV that could be performed before requiring a pointing correction. The event driven Auto-TCM capability also helped to reduce the TCM-A1 duration by completing spin and pointing corrections as needed and progressing to the next sequence command without delay. The maneuver used 14.7 kg of propellant.
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C. Opportunity Launch
The Opportunity spacecraft propellant tanks were also filled to their capacity with 52 kg of propellant. The 99% statistical propellant requirement was approximately 38 kg (including 3 kg allocated for attitude control). The Opportunity spacecraft was intended for Meridiani Planum, and therefore did not require any additional propellant to maintain landing site flexibility. Consequently, the 99% statistical propellant margin was a robust 14 kg at launch.
The Opportunity (MER-B) liftoff occurred via a Boeing Delta I1 7925H launch vehicle on July 8, 2003 at 03:18:15 UTC with a 99 degree launch azimuth. This was the second instantaneous launch opportunity of the day. The initial attempt was halted within seconds of liftoff due to a sluggish first stage fill-and-drain valve. Opportunity launched on the 14& day of the launch period due to numerous delays caused by range safety, high-altitude winds, debonded insulation on the first stage of the Delta 11, and battery replacement in the rocket's self-destruct system.
Once again, the launch vehicle injected the Opportunity spacecraft on the desired trajectory to Mars within the expected dispersions. The injection energy per unit mass (C,) at the targeting interface point had an error of -0.0024 from the target value of 14.3247 km2/s2. Compared to the expected dispersion statistics, this represents only a -0.04 sigma error. The right ascension and declination of the launch asymptote had errors of 1.3 and -0.8 sigma respectively. Considering expected correlations, these injection errors map to a 1.5-sigma error in the two- 
D. Opportunity TCM-BI
The navigation tracking data once again provided a reliable estimate of the injection error within hours of launch. Similar design trades were analyzed for TCM-B1 as were done for Spirit's first TCM, except that having only the Meridiani Planum landing site to consider significantly simplified the trade space. TCM-B 1 execution dates were evaluated to launch +50 days. The nominal injection and favorable pre-launch propellant status resulted in almost 27 kg of propellant margin with TCM-B1 execution at launch +50 days. Executing TCM-B1 at launch +10 days would increase the robust propellant margin by an additional 8 kg.
In a manner similar to Spirit, Opportunity's first TCM would not need to be decided based on propellant requirements. A favorable implementation option available for TCM-B 1 was a turn and +Z AV. This mode provided minimum propellant costs, favorable off-Sun and off-Earth angles, a continuous bum that reduced execution duration, and no need for a separate lateral thruster calibration activity. Analysis of this mode revealed that the offSun angle was 12 deg at launch +10 days, and decreasing for later execution dates. An ACS flight rule required that the spacecraft spin axis always be greater than 5 deg from the Sun, in order to maintain spin rate estimates and control. The turn and +Z axial burn mode would violate this ACS flight rule between launch +22-41 days. Additionally, launch +15-24 days were already scheduled for an operations readiness test immediately followed by TCM-A2 development. Consequently, this favored TCM mode had a short window of opportunity from launch +lo-14 days. The decision was made to execute TCM-B1 at launch +10 days using the turn and +Z axial bum mode.
A 49.3 deg turn was required to align the spacecraft +Z axis with the desired AV direction, followed by a continuous +Z axial bum of 54 minutes. ACS thrusters #2 and #5 provided a velocity correction of 16.2 d s , using 12.2 kg of propellant. TCM-B1 removed the bias in the trajectory that was introduced at launch to direct the third stage of the Delta I1 rocket away from Mars, and also corrected injection errors caused by the launch vehicle. The target was the Meridiani Planum landing site on Mars, although the semi-major axis of the delivery error was still over 10,000 km (1-sigma) in the Mars B-plane. To simplify spacecraft commanding and flight team workload, a nominal ACS attitude correction of 28.1 deg was incorporated into the Auto-TCM command via the post maneuver attitude.
E. Spirit TCM-A2
With Opportunity successfilly on a trajectory to the Meridiani Planum landing site, Spirit was able to release this landing site option. Although Gusev Crater had yet to be officially approved as the Spirit landing site target, indications were that it had a high probability of acceptance. The favorable propellant status would also allow further landing site changes if needed. Consequently, rather than target a second central landing site between Elysium and Gusev, TCM-A2 would target directly to Gusev.
TCM-A2 was executed 52 days after launch, on August 1, 2003. The maneuver was perfonned in vector mode, with no spacecraft turn required. TCM-A2 consisted of a continuous axial bum for 9 minutes followed by 11 minutes of lateral bum pulses at 99 deg to the negative spin axis, using a total of 5.0 kg of propellant. The lateral velocity correction was achieved with 7 bum segments. The total inertial velocity change of 6.0 d s corrected the TCM-A1 execution errors and also removed the remaining arrival time bias in order to target the Gusev Crater landing site.
F. Opportunity TCM-B2
Opportunity completed its second course correction, TCM-B2, on September 8, 2003. The maneuver was performed 62 days after launch in vector mode. TCM-B2 consisted of a continuous axial bum for 2 minutes, followed by 16 seconds of lateral bum pulses at 99 degrees to the negative spin axis. The total velocity change required to correct TCM-B 1 execution errors was only 0.5 d s , using less than 0.5 kg of propellant.
G. Spirit TCM-A3
TCM-A3 was the final maneuver in the cruise phase of the mission, executed 50 days before atmospheric entry. The maneuver was executed on November 14, 2003, one week later than originally planned due to recovery activities from intense solar flares. The navigation team redesigned the maneuver for the new execution date, and there was no effect on delivery accuracy. The maneuver was again performed in vector mode, and consisted of a continuous axial burn for 2 minutes followed by 27 seconds of lateral bum pulses. An inertial AV of 0.6 m / s corrected TCM-A2 delivery errors, and used 0.5 kg of propellant. The size of TCM-A3 was a direct result of the delayed landing site selection for Spirit, and the relatively large magnitude of the previous maneuver. Pre-launch statistics had not considered this strategy for maintaining flexible landing site targets in flight.
H. Opportunity TCM-B3
TCM-B3 was scheduled for November 21, 2003, just one week after TCM-A3. The maneuver was planned to occur 64 days before atmospheric entry, and would be the final maneuver in the cruise phase. Because of excellent spacecraft and navigation performance during cruise, the velocity correction would have been extremely small at lcss than 13 niiids. Although the velocity correction was vcry small; thc corresponding entry flight path anglc con-cctioiz w a s 2.2 deg with a knowledge uncertainty of k0.8 dcg, resulting in a significant 2.8 sigma corrcction. Additionally, executing a maneuver of this small size could provide valuable spacecraft performance data im a region that might oi.herwise not bc obscrved until two days beforc atmospheric entry. Despite these arguincnts: [!ne project placed inore value in providing perhaps a final opportunity to reduce workload on an oversubscribcd flight team. The entry flight path angle correction could wait 56 days until the next maneuver opportunity at entry -8 days. TCM-B3 was cancclled and the correction in the entry target was dclayed until TCM-B4.
Spirit TCM-.A4
TCM-.A4 was scheduled to occur 8 days bcfore entry in order to allow suflicicnt post maneuver tracking data to sup:prt the expected final targeting maneuver, TCM-AS. The original plan was to pcrform a complete thrcedimensional correction at TCM-A4> which would be followcd by the two-dimensional surf'xe path control strategy for the remaining maneuvers. The flight reality was that the outstanding navigation performance had p:-oduced a delivery accuracy that was almost a maneuver ahead of predicted performance. The one-sigma knowledge uncertainty in critry flight path angle at the time of the final TCM-A4 design was only "0.013 deg. Thc Ispacecraft subsysterx In.ostly responsible for TCM design and performance (Navigation, Attitude Control, and Propulsion) realized that cui accurate TCM-A4 velocity change would probably be the last maneuver required to land safely in Guscv Crater.
Early analysis of the three-dimensional targeting strategy-at TCM-A4 showed the familiar vector mode behavior in [he surface path. As sccn in Figure 8 , the axial component would have moved the surface point -100 kin uptrack in a direction opposite the desired target. Revcrsing the order of the vector mode segments would cause the surface point aftcr the lateral segment to completely overshoot Gusev Crater on the downtrack side. This feature of the vector mode surface path was expected, but still undesirable.
Analysis of a lateral only implementation revealed several advantagcs over thc vector mode opi-ion. The magnilud-of the velocity correction was only 25 minis, ncarly three times smaller than the vector mode solution. Thus, i hc proportional maneuver execution errors are three timcs smaller, improving delivery accuracy. Because the lateral velocity correction was so small, the spacecraft would need to execute a single lateral pulse o l only 3.4 seconds. A major ACS fixed error source for a lateral TCM was due to the nutation and precession that occurs during the course of a lateral burn segment. Since the entire velocity correction would be accomplished with less than a complete latcral pulse, there was reason to believe that the fixed execution error would also be minimal. The Iatcral only maneuver was smaller in part because it did not completely correct the arrival time error thal resulted fi-om tlic 'TCWI-A3 dclivcry. The latcral implementation would only correct 2 of the 15 seconds late error. Arriving 13 seconds later results in the surface target rotating slightly further downtrack with respect to the atmosphi-ric entry point. ICoxequently, the entry flight path angle target had to be shallower by 0.013 deg in order to travcl slightly a11 Mars B-Plane b) Surface 
J. Spirit TCAl-AS
TC:M--A5 was the final planned course correction to control Spirit's landing dispersion within Gusev Crater. It was scheduled to execute 2 days before entry on January 2, 2004 (UTC). Orbit deterinination solutions showed that TCM-A4 had produced an exceptionally accuratc delivery. The reconstructed delivery error in the B-plant: was less than 200 meter:; and the time of closest approach error was -0.1 seconds. At the decision point for TCM-A5 execution; the landing estimate was just 2.3 kni uptrack froin the desired targel. The 3-sigma entry flight path angle uncertainty was *0.028 deg, easily within the *0.12 deg requirement. Table 4 shows the TCM-AS decision checklist. Bccausc the current trajectory estimate was so dose to desired, the probability of an "In-Spec.:" or safe landing would riot improve by executing the maneuver. Furthermore, the maneuver size would be too small to reliably cbtain the desired velocity correction. Based on the small correction relative to the larger current trajectory uncertainties. the maneuver was not statistically justified. These last two items arc the basis for thc "red" assessment factors in row I (primary decision factor) and row B (secondary decision factor) in table 4. Two days trefore the maneuvei-, the decision was made to cancel TCM-AS along with TCM-ASX, which was the backup oppu~tunity at Entry --1 day. 
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K. Spirit TCM-A6
TCM-A6 was a Late contingency course correction scheduled for January 4: 2004 (UTC). If necessary, this maneuve1-would execute 4 hours before entry. However, orbit determination trajectory estimates remained consistent and on target. Thcre was no need for a contingency con-ection, and the maneuver was cancelled.
Landing site perturbation estimates were dominated by model uncertainties in the Mars atmospheric density and spacecraf: aerodynamics. The 99% "un-margined" landing ellipse was estimated to be 63 kin by 3 kri; nearly centercd on the target within Gusev Crater. The actual landing point was 10.1 kiii from the target, generally in the downtrack direction. A detailed description of the landing dispersion analysis and results are provided in Ref '9 .
L. Opportunity TCM-B4
With the Spirit rover safely on the surface of Mars, the navigation team became immediately focused on Opportunity. Serious consideration was given to changing the nominal entry flight path angle to -1 1.25 deg. The shallower entry would provide a few additional seconds of EDL timeline margin. To make such a late change, a new maneuver would be required (TCM-B4F) a week prior to TCM-B4. The arrival time would have to change 4 minutes later, requiring a 0.5 m/s velocity correction. Quick analysis by the navigation team showed the trajectory adjustment was supportable, although there were risks involved with such a late change. Ultimately, the project decided against making the change.
TCM-B4 was scheduled to occur 8 days before entry. As a result of canceling TCM-B3, the existing B-plane error was 72 km, and the miss on the surface was 384 km. Analysis was done to compare the different targeting strategies: 3 dimensional vector mode, 2 dimensional lateral only, and 1 dimensional axial only. For such a large correction, the lateral or axial only strategies did not present any significant advantages. Thus, a vector mode implementation was selected. The separate maneuver re-designs leading up to execution were noticeably sensitive to small target adjustments based on updated atmospheric density models. This behavior was indicative of the known targeting singularities, but did not cause any problems.
TCM-A4 was executed as a vector mode maneuver on January 17, 2004 (UTC). The maneuver consisted of a 20 second continuous axial bum followed by 2 lateral bum pulses for a total of 10 seconds. The maneuver provided a velocity correction of 0.1 d s , using 0.1 kg of propellant. TCM-B4 execution reconstruction showed an axial bum magnitude error of +3% that was partially offset by a lateral burn magnitude error of -2%. This combination produced the largest maneuver execution pointing error in the mission.
M. Opportunity TCM-B5
TCM-B5 was the final planned course correction to control Opportunity's landing dispersion at Meridiani Planum. It was scheduled to execute 2 days before entry on January 23, 2004 (UTC). Orbit determination solutions showed that the TCM-B4 delivery error was still very good, but slightly larger than Spirit after TCM-A4. The reconstructed delivery error in the B-plane was 1.3 km and the time of closest approach error was -1.0 second. At the decision point for TCM-B5 execution, the landing estimate was slightly less than 10 km downtrack from the desired target. The 3-sigma entry flight path angle uncertainty was 10.035 deg, well within the requirement of 10.14 deg. The landing site error estimate of 10 km downtrack had no affect on the probability of landing safety. The predicted delivery errors at Meridiani Planum were acceptable from a safety and science standpoint. The decision to cancel TCM-B5 was made one day before the scheduled execution date. The backup opportunity, TCM-B5X at Entry -1 day, was also cancelled.
N. Opportunity TCM-B6
TCM-B6 was a late contingency course correction scheduled for January 25, 2004 (UTC). If needed, the maneuver would execute 4 hours before entry. Orbit determination and trajectory estimates remained consistent. Landing probability ellipses were being updated using the latest Mars atmospheric density models, resulting in minor adjustments to the predicted landing point. The conclusion remained the same; there was no need for a contingency correction. TCM-B6 was cancelled.
As with Spirit, landing site perturbation estimates were dominated by model uncertainties in the Mars atmospheric density and spacecraft aerodynamics. The 99% "un-margined" landing ellipse was estimated to be 6 1 km by 4 km, offset -10 km downtrack from the target. The actual landing point was 24.6 km downtrack from the target, and -1 5 km downtrack from the pre-entry estimated landing point.
VIII. Conclusions
The propulsive maneuver design and analysis contributed to the outstanding navigation precision obtained by the Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and Opportunity. All of the key navigation requirements that influenced the propulsive maneuver design were achieved. Additionally, a targeting strategy was employed that maintained a 99% probability of sufficient propellant while enabling post-launch flexibility in selecting the final landing sites on Mars. The delivery uncertainty in the atmospheric entry flight path angle had to be minimized and defendable to enable the selected landing sites, especially Gusev Crater. All aspects of the MER navigation system performed as advertised or better, resulting in delivery uncertainties significantly better than the capability driven requirements for entry flight path angle. In fact, the entry flight path angle requirements were met after executing 4 TCMs for Spirit and only 3 TCMs for Opportunity, out of the 6 maneuvers scheduled for each mission.
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The Auto-TCM event driven command capability performed as advertised, simplifying the sequencing process for propulsive maneuvers. It also provided an automated ability to respond to spacecraft faults during TCM execution, although this capability was fortunately never needed in operations. Unfortunately, Auto-TCM made the process of reviewing the TCM sequence for adherence to mission flight rules more difficult. Additionally, there was some loss of control of the TCM bum times, which can affect performance. Future improvements might include an algorithm to adjust the commanded bum time or desired velocity correction based upon variations in the actual bum time.
The modified final approach targeting strategy was successful in controlling the surface path of the late propulsive maneuvers when the correction to be made was relatively small. The strategy provided additional TCM design options to consider, and was used very successfully with TCM-A4. The sub-rank targeting approach was an ideal fit for the lateral capability of the MER spacecraft, and completely avoided the need to consider a tum and burn mode for the final maneuvers. The trajectory singularities encountered on MER are fundamental to atmospheric entry trajectories, including Earth sample return missions. Such missions should recognize and fully investigate this characteristic of limited trajectory control, and incorporate a feasible targeting strategy early in the mission plan.
